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Andy does the intro

Eric takes the stage

“In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity” - Albert Einstein

Infrastructure Change is Difficult
- … but necessary
- competitive pressures
- resource contraints
- business requirements

Need to be able to manage our environments

The shift of workloads to cloud environments over the next 2 years is dramatic, from 
41% overall today to 60% expected in 2 years
Off-premises workloads from 35% to 52% in two years
Cloud providers will account for 76% of all cloud workloads

Hybrid Momentum
32% single cloud
32% multi-cloud
22% multi-cloud + (integrated on and off-premises environments)
15% Hybrid - single business function distributed to multiple execution venues

There’s a lot of technical debt in the enterprise

the promise of hybrid cloud is really attractive - getting there is difficult

Strategies
- Targeted
- New workloads
- Internal / external
- DR / continuity
- Test / dev
- “Bursting”
- Repatriation

An Opportunity
- Integrated cloud management platforms - alliances that change the equation
- Addressing risks - 3 Ts - transition, training, transformation 
- Facilitating change - Buying options at low cost

Test and development Use Case
Integrated management benefits



- Common tool chains - reduced ops effort
- Reduced error potential - single path, reduce brittleness

Application Migration Use Case [photo]
Performance Improvement
- getting closer to mobile users
- data sources on premises
- front ends to the cloud
Lifecycle management
- moving out of fixed cost infrastructure

What do customers want in hybrid?
- Run workloads on-premises
- Run workloads on the cloud
- Tight integration
- Without buying new hardware

The challenge of hybrid
- Multiple machine formats
- incongruent networks
- operational inconsistency
- skillsets and tooling

The challenge is duplicate effort 

VMware Cloud on AWS [VMWonAWS_Overview.jpg]

VMware Cloud on AWS - Account Structure [photo]

Topology [photo]
2 different networks - management gateway and compute gateway

Connectivity Options [photo]

Hybrid Use Cases
Consolidate + Migrate
- DC contract for 12+ months
- depreciating assets
- Long Migration is hybrid
Maintain + Expand
- geographic expansion
- capacity needs
- Mainframe

Hybrid Examples [photo]

Putting it all together [photo]

AWS Physical Infrastructure - No dealing with power, cooling, physical security, 
cross-connects



VMware Lifecycle Management - Patching of ESXi, vCenter, NSX, vSAN. 
Provisioning / deprovisioning 
Workload flexibility - seamlessly move workloads between on-site and VMware 
Cloud
Elasticity - Scale vSphere clusters up or down based on business demand
Cost - convert large capex expenditures to variable expense based on use
Expand globally - deploy new DCs through consoles / APIs, not customs agents
AWS Services - 90+ cloud services such as RDS, Amazon Redshfit, S3, and Lamda


